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Geodesy field education Cohort 1 members and project leaders at the Field 2 Kick-off meeting
in November 2019, Boulder, CO. Five participants from previous GETSI Field 1 short courses
joined Field 2 Cohort 1 for more targeted professional development and planning for geodesy
field teaching.
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Accomplishments
What are the major goals of the project?
The primary program goal is to broaden access for undergraduate students to use geodetic
field methods (GPS, SfM, and TLS) and apply them to societally-relevant geoscience
research questions. This will contribute to the development of an innovative and
competitive geoscience workforce. The specific outputs and outcomes are student-focused
either directly or through improving instruction via faculty development, equipment
access, and targeted teaching resource modifications.
Output 1. Facilitate implementation of curriculum at participant universities.
Students outcomes:
•

More than 1500 students use geodetic field methods over the course of the grant
and capacity is in place to continue student learning into the future

Output 2. Faculty professional development in geodetic field methods and effective field
pedagogy.
Faculty outcomes:
•

Have improved knowledge of geodetic methods and best practices for instruction in
field courses

•

Include more connections between field methods and societal issues

•

>110 faculty reached (~15 intensive, ~50 higher, ~50 moderate)

Output 3. Continued refinement and augmentation to existing GETSI field modules and data
sets to support broader use.
Teaching resource outcomes:
•

Additional or revised technical support manuals as needed

•

Localize versions of assignments

•

Increased prepared data sets for high-use field areas

Output 4. Educational research on the level of instructor training and equipment/technical
support access needed to maximize field method adoption for a given investment.
Educational research outcomes:
•

Better knowledge of the process by which instructors adapt and adopt resources for
geoscience field courses

•

Recommendations for needed support level to maximize geodetic field method
adoption across a spectrum of institutions

What was accomplished under these goals?
Major Activities
During this first year of the grant we have:
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● Conducted the Field Cohort 1 Kick-off meeting in November 2019. The five Cohort 1
participants were selected from GETSI Field Phase 1 short course participants based
on engagement, follow-through, interest, and achieving a diversity of institution
types.
● Held Cohort 1 follow up virtual meeting in February 2020 to continue planning for
upcoming spring/summer teaching. Four of the five cohort members’ teaching plans
were solidified for the week during which the UNAVCO field engineer would support
their teaching. All in-person teaching and travel was then cancelled due to COVID19.
● Established the Field Education Equipment Pool by purchasing two sets of five GPS
receivers each (and supporting equipment).
● Initiated work on supporting technical manuals and teaching guides for the
equipment pool.
● Scheduled, recruited for, and confirmed 28 participants for the intended May 2020
field teaching short course “Change Detection with SfM and GPS: Teaching
Undergraduates in the Field”. Confirmed six members from Field Cohort 2, including
one HBCU and two community college faculty members. All plans for this short
course and cohort were then postponed until May 2021 due to COVID19.
● PI Pratt-Sitaula participated in several efforts related to the sudden community
move to remote field teaching, including:
● Serving as a workgroup leader for the Virtual Geophysical Field Experiences
Working Group, which was part of the larger NAGT Designing Remote
Geophysical Field Experiences Initiative
● Participating in the capstone field experiences learning outcomes
development group
● Helping to organize and run the GSA-NAGT digital tools webinar series, which
had over 1500 participants in five webinars
● Assisted with teaching structure from motion methods to two virtual field
camps and contributing the resource (modified from an existing GETSI
exercise) to the Teaching with Online Field Experiences collection
● Scheduled three geoscience field courses to use Educational Equipment Pool GPS
receivers in fall 2020 (without the originally intended in-person field engineer
support but with on-call communication with instructors)
Specific Objectives
We concur with the assessment by the Science Education Resource Center external
evaluator (see SERC report in Supporting Files) that this project has made progress on all
of the Outputs, despite significant impacts from COVID19.

Opportunities for training and professional development?
A key component of this project is professional development for geoscience field
instructors to better implement the prepared modules. We were able to provide training
opportunities for Field Cohort 1 November 2019-February 2020. Although all subsequent
in-person training was postponed for the remainder of 2020, project PI Pratt-Sitaula was
able to continue to support training/professional development for field instructors and
students as outlined above in Major Activities.
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How have results been disseminated to communities of interest?
The remote field teaching community learned of the GETSI Field activities through virtual
meetings and webinars of that group. Recruiting announcements for the scheduled (but
then postponed) events were sent out through a variety of email, webpage, and social
media platforms of UNAVCO and NAGT, as well as featured at the UNAVCO booth at AGU
2019. GETSI Field was promoted as part of the UNAVCO virtual booth at Earth Educator’s
Rendezvous 2020. More dissemination will be appropriate when more activities are restarted.

What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals?
During the next reporting period we plan to:
● Support the field teaching by the five Cohort 1 members with UNAVCO field
engineer (virtually or in-person as possible by UNAVCO travel policy)
● Hold the postponed short course “Change Detection with SfM and GPS: Teaching
Undergraduates in the Field” with additional professional development for the six
Cohort 2 members
● Complete needed manuals and guides to support field teaching with the Field
Education Equipment Pool
● Increase the visibility of the Field Education Equipment Pool within the geoscience
field teaching community
● Expand the prepared data sets available through the GETSI Field Collection
● Continue to support geophysics/geodesy remote teaching community as long as the
pandemic persists

Products
Conference Papers and Presentations
Title: Designing Data-rich Undergraduate Teaching Materials That Get Used
Conference: American Geophysical Union Annual Meeting 2019, San Francisco, CA
Authors: Beth Pratt-Sitaula, Kristin O’Connell, Bruce Douglas, Becca Walker, Benjamin
Crosby, Donna Charlevoix, Meghan Miller

Websites
GETSI Project Site: http://serc.carleton.edu/getsi/index.html
This is the GETSI project website. It gives background information on the project and is the
primary publication site of the teaching modules and supporting resources such as
prepared data sets. Development workspaces allow for internal project notes and draft
text. Resources from this IUSE award are published alongside the classroom modules but
are listed as the GETSI Field Collection.
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Participants
Individuals
Donna Charlevoix
UNAVCO
Co-PI
0 Months
As the Director of UNAVCO’s Education and Community Engagement, Charlevoix is
responsible for coordination with the science community and the successful
accomplishment of the work. Her salary is covered through the NSF GAGE Facility
Cooperative Agreement.
Beth Pratt-Sitaula
UNAVCO
Co-PI
2 Months
A UNAVCO Project Manager, Pratt-Sitaula serves as the GETSI facilitator in charge of
project logistics and communication. She coordinates between UNAVCO, cohort members,
technical experts, SERC, NAGT, and related organizations. She organizes professional
development opportunities and dissemination (meeting presentations, journal papers,
articles, website content, webinars, short courses). Her funding to work on GETSI Field 2 is
entirely from this grant.
John Galetzka
UNAVCO
Professional
1 Month
Galetzka served as the primary educational field engineer. He purchased and tested the
Education Equipment Pool equipment and initiated the supporting guides and materials.
He led on the technical aspects of the Kick-off meeting and continued with virtual support
of Cohort 1 participants. His funding to work on GETSI Field 2 is entirely from this grant.
Keith Williams
UNAVCO
Professional
0 Months
Williams continued with support for the project when Galetzka left UNAVCO. Primary role
was advising community members with technical concerns. His funding to work on GETSI
Field 2 is entirely from this grant.
Ellen Iverson
SERC
Professional
0 month
Iverson is the lead assessment consultant and external evaluator for the GETSI project. She
is paid by SERC (Science Education Resources Center) via a subaward under the GETSI
Field 2 project.
Kristin O’Connell
SERC
Professional
0 months
O’Connell supports Iverson on assessment and evaluation for the GETSI project. She is paid
by SERC (Science Education Resources Center) via a subaward under the GETSI Field 2
project.
Monica Bruckner
SERC
Professional
0 month
Bruckner is the webmaster for the GETSI project. She supports any needs related to the
SERC-hosted GETSI website and all issues related to submission of student data for
assessment review. She is paid by SERC (Science Education Resources Center) via a
subaward under the GETSI Field 2 project.

Organizations
Type: Academic Institution
Name: Science Education Resource Center (SERC)
Location: Northfield, MN
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Contribution: Assessment and evaluation; dissemination; web hosting
Details: SERC is providing assessment design, external evaluation, project dissemination,
and webhosting through a subaward. SERC is also hosting the GETSI website and providing
content management assistance for the site, short courses, and webinars. As needed, GETSI
announcements go out through SERC channels to the wider geoscience community. Ellen
Iverson, SERC Director of Evaluation, and Kristin O’Connell, SERC Evaluation Specialist, are
providing external evaluation of the GETSI project (see SERC report in Supporting Files).
Type: Other Nonprofits
Name: National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT)
Location: Northfield, MN
Contribution: Collaborative Research
Details: NAGT is collaborating with GETSI Field Collection on dissemination. For example,
as part of publicizing the short course, announcements went out on NAGT listservs. In
addition, Pratt-Sitaula served in two community leadership roles with NAGT: 1) Member of
the NAGT Professional Development and Webinar Committees; 2) Member of the GSANAGT Digital Tools Webinar Committee.

What other collaborators or contacts have been involved?
The five members of Field Educators Cohort 1 came to the Kick-off meeting and engaged in
follow up activities and planning. They are:
• Erin Bray (San Francisco State University)
• Jeff Clark (Lawrence University)
• Brent Hedquist (Texas A&M Kingsville)
• Andrew Moore (Earlham College)
• Jinny Sisson (University of Houston)
In addition, two other university faculty members collaborated on remote field teaching
activity development
• Sharon Bywater-Reyes (University of Northern Colorado)
• John Weber (University of Houston/Yellowstone Bighorn Research Association)

Impacts
What is the impact on the principal discipline?
Geodesy encompasses an increasingly important set of geoscience methods for better
understanding earth processes. Its scope has greatly increased from early applications of
surveying and tectonic plate motions to include critical insights into natural hazards,
climate change, and water resources. Researchers now use a variety of very valuable field
geodetic methods (TLS, SfM, GPS), but the barriers to use in undergraduate field courses
remain high. This project is lowering these barriers considerably by providing instructor
professional development, access to geodetic field equipment, and teaching resources and
data sets for using field geodetic methods in undergraduate courses. Through these efforts
the barrier for incorporating geodetic methods into field curriculum is lowered and as a
result we are increasing the number of faculty who will use these materials and thereby
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increasing the number of students who will learn about geodesy and geodetic methods.

What is the impact on the development of human resources?
This project helps instructors gain the needed skills to use geodetic field methods in their
teaching. This in turn gives students the opportunity to learn these skills and helps them be
better prepared to be part of the geoscience workforce.

What is the impact on physical resources that form infrastructure?
This project has established the Geodesy Field Education Equipment Pool. Although small,
this is an important step in providing the instrumentation infrastructure for teaching field
geodetic methods. Most universities are not able to provide the larger number of
instruments needed for effectively teaching full classes of students.

What is the impact on society beyond science and technology?
As our global population continues to increase, living in ever more marginal lands with
ever-increasing temperatures and decreasing water resources, our ability to mitigate
effectively for natural hazards, respond to climate changes, and manage our common
resources becomes ever more critical. The GETSI project and the GETSI Field Collection are
framing the study of earth science through the lens of societally important questions. The
aim is to increase students’ (future geoscience workforce’s) ability to analyze and address
these challenges with tangible skills.

Changes/Problems
Actual or Anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them
The COVID19 pandemic has caused delays in the planned project schedule by preventing in
person professional development and field teaching. The GETSI Field 2 project is managing
these changes through a combination of postponing activities and working to support
remote field teaching when possible. We are optimistic that our original project goals are
still obtainable, but just on a somewhat delayed schedule.
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Appendix – Report from External Evaluator
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Executive Summary
The following report of GETSI Collaborative Research: Broadening Use of Modern Geodetic Methods in
Earth Science Field Courses includes findings from Year 1 of the three-year project. As described in the
proposal, Phase 2 builds upon the previous GETSI: Field-Based Curriculum project through securing a
pool of geodetic equipment dedicated to use in geoscience field courses as well as increased
opportunities for faculty to participate in professional development to incorporate geodetic technologies
into their classes and field camps. Major accomplishments during Year 1 include dissemination and
outreach efforts such as assisting and running the GSA-NAGT digital tools webinar series and a positively
received kick-off meeting with Cohort 1. These efforts contributed to progress toward the primary goal for
GETSI Field 2: to “broaden access for undergraduate students to use geodetic field methods and apply
them to societally-relevant geoscience research questions.” In particular, the outputs in working toward
the primary goal are as follows:
•

Facilitate implementation of curriculum at participant universities

•

Faculty professional development in geodetic field methods and effective field pedagogy

•

Continued refinement and augmentation to existing GETSI field modules and prepared data sets
to support broader use

•

Educational research on the level of instructor training and equipment/technical support access
needed to maximize field method adoption for a given investment

Progress on Project Goals
The global COVID-19 pandemic impacted progress on GETSI Field 2 goals. Despite the postponement of
the 2020 short course for Cohort 2, progress was made on a number of outputs.
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Figure 1. The GETSI Field 2 Logic model

Output 1. Facilitate implementation of curriculum at participant universities
Progress in Output 1 included assistance provided to two remote field camps at the University of Houston
and the University of Northern Colorado to facilitate Introduction to SfM methods. Each field camp hosted
about 25 students.
A significant supporting resource for the implementation of curriculum for geodesy field education is
access to the needed equipment. As planned, the project started the needed educational equipment pool.
So far two class sets of five instruments each have been purchased, tested, and are scheduled to be
used by three different courses in fall 2020.

Output 2. Faculty professional development in geodetic field methods and effective
field pedagogy
Five faculty members participated in the November 2019 GETSI Kick-Off meeting for Cohort 1 and followup February 2020 virtual meeting. The meeting elements built on experience and evaluation of the
geodesy field education short courses held in 2016-2018, as well as feedback provided by faculty that
implemented the field methods in their undergraduate courses.

Output 3. Continued refinement and augmentation to existing GETSI field modules
and data sets to support broader use.
Due to the teaching delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, additional localized versions of modules
and prepared datasets have not yet been contributed. However, the project PI helped teach introduction
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to SfM methods at two virtual field camps. The remote learning version of Introduction to SfM was
contributed to the Teaching with Online Field Experiences collection. Several more activities developed in
collaboration with University of Northern Colorado and University of Houston are in draft form and will be
submitted this fall.

Output 4. Educational research on the level of instructor training and
equipment/technical support access needed to maximize field method adoption for a
given investment
Instruments to measure faculty perceptions of training and support needed for Cohort 1 have been
developed, as well as a teaching reflection form.

Faculty Development and Dissemination
Cohort 1 Kick-off
The 2020 GETSI Kick-Off Meeting was held in November 2019 for project PIs and instructors of
geoscience courses with field components selected from GETSI Field Phase 1 short course participants
based on engagement, follow-through, interest, and for a diversity of institution types. (Field Cohort 1). Of
the five attendees, four completed an end-of-workshop survey in which they:
•

reported being very satisfied with the workshop (10/10);

•

tended to agree that the workshop met its goals (3.65/4);

•

found the opportunities to review and actively use the covered content most valuable; and

•

agreed that the workshop was well facilitated and executed (3.92/4).

Of the four respondents, three provided demographic information, who identified as two white men and
one white woman.
The respondents were asked to rate to what extent they agreed, from strongly agree (6) to strongly
disagree (1), with statements about their understanding of and ability to teach SfM or GPS methods and
applications. Respondents indicated that prior to the workshop the instructors had some knowledge of
SfM and GPS (Figure 2), with similar results for the prior experience teaching these methods to students
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Instructor self-reported prior knowledge from the end-of-workshop survey for the 2020 Kick-off Meeting.
Prior knowledge: topical methods and application
Before the meeting, I already knew a lot about [SfM, GPS] methods and applications
1

2

3

4

SfM

5

6

4 (n=4)

GPS

3.25 (n=4)

Figure 3. Instructor self-reported prior knowledge from the end-of-workshop survey for the 2020 Kick-off
Meeting.
Prior knowledge: teaching
Before the meeting, I already knew a lot about teaching [SfM, GPS] methods and
applications
1

2

3

4

SfM

3.5 (n=4)

GPS

3.5 (n=4)

5

6

Participants were asked to what extent they agree, from strongly agree (6) to strongly disagree (1), with
statements about their confidence in their ability to explain SfM or GPS methods and applications.
Respondents agree to strongly agree that they are confident in their abilities (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Instructor self-reported confidence from the end-of-workshop survey for the 2020 Kick-off
Meeting
Current Confidence: Explaining
I am confident in my ability to explain [SfM, GPS] methods and applications
1

2

3

4

5

6
5.75
(n=4)

SfM

GPS
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5.25 (n=4)

Cohort 2 Kick-off
The 2020 short course, Change Detection with SfM and GPS: Teaching undergraduates in the Field, was
initially planned for May 2020 and has been postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Dissemination and Outreach Efforts
The project PI participated in external projects as a dissemination and outreach effort, as follows:
•

Lead the Virtual Geophysical Field Experiences Working Group from the larger NAGT Designing
Remote Geophysical Field Experiences Initiative;

•

Participating in the workshop group that developed the capstone field experiences learning
outcomes;

•

Helped to organize and run the GSA-NAGT digital tools webinar series that had over 1500
participants to five webinars in June 2020; and

•

Assisted with two virtual field camps (as described in the Output 1 section).

The goal of the GSA-NAGT webinars was to equip geoscience field instructors with the knowledge, skill,
and confidence to incorporate geodetic data into their teaching. Table 1 lists the webinars and the number
of participants.

Table 1. Number of participants in the GSA-NAGT Webinars.

WEBINAR

PARTICIPANTS

JUN 16: USING GOOGLE EARTH FOR REMOTE
TEACHING
JUN 18: USING GOOGLE EARTH FOR REMOTE
TEACHING
JUN 23: USING GIGAPAN FOR REMOTE TEACHING
JUN 25: USING GIGAPAN FOR REMOTE TEACHING
JUN 30: USING VIRTUAL LANDSCAPES FOR REMOTE
TEACHING, JUN 30, 2020

547 (INCLUDING PRESENTERS)
82
444 (INCLUDING PRESENTERS)
44
422 (INCLUDING PRESENTERS)

The PI Pratt-Sitaula helped to teach introduction to SfM methods to two remote field camps of about 25
students each. The instructors of these courses went on to include other aspects of geodesy data
analysis in their students’ assignments.
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